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Blood Brain Barrier:
Allows:
✓ the passage of water, some gases, and lipid-soluble molecules by passive diffusion
✓ the selective transport of molecules crucial to neural function

Impedes:
the passive diffusion of 95 % of small molecules and 100% of biotherapies,
especially ionic, hydrophilic or large (> 400 Da) molecules

X

The blood-brain barrier is the limiting factor to cure brain diseases but it 
can be transiently disrupted using ultrasound

.. it can be transiently open by using ultrasound

microbubbles intravenous injection
+

low intensity pulsed focused ultrasound
=

Reversible BBB opening

(Hynynen et al., Radiology, 2001)

Prof. I. Aubert, University of Toronto



..the acoustic pressure

Gerstenmayer M., PhD Thesis, 2018

The blood-brain barrier is the limiting factor to cure brain diseases but it 
can be transiently disrupted using ultrasound

BBB opening through US, depends on many factors. Among the others:

Our goal is to investigate what happens to the brain tissues 
at short- and long-terms 

in case of an excessive Acoustic Pressure reached in vivo



Methods used to investigate Ultrasound effects on brain tissue

➢ Animals:

15 Fischer rats, males, 350 gr

➢ Ultrasound protocol: 

1.5 MHz, Peak negative pressure=0.8 MPa , Duty Cycle=3%,  Sonication time=120 s.

Sonication in the striatum .

➢MRI acquisitions: 

7 T pharmascan bruker
Transmit volume coil & 4 channels receive coil array

T1-weighted images
T2-weighted images
T2*-maps 
DWI
MRS

➢Histological stains: 

Efflux pump protein: P-glycoprotein (P-gP) 
Cells deaths: NeuN-Caspase
Microglial activations: Iba1
Astrocytes activations: GFAP 

Larrat et al., 2010 Magnin et al., 2015

Thermoguide software 
7T MRI scanner
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Methods used to investigate Ultrasound effects on brain tissue

➢ Animals:

15 Fischer rats, males, 350 gr

➢ Ultrasound protocol: 

1.5 MHz, Peak negative pressure=0.8 MPa , Duty Cycle=3%,  Sonication time=120 s.

Sonication in the striatum .

Passive Cavitation Detection used to register stable and inertial cavitation during the opening. (PCD central 
frequency: 4.5 MHz)

➢ Follow-up at 1, 3, 7, 14 and 28 days after the BBB opening:

➢MRI acquisitions: 

7 T pharmascan bruker
Transmit volume coil & 4 channels receive coil array

T1-weighted images
T2-weighted images
T2*-maps 
DWI
MRS

➢Histological stains: 

Efflux pump protein: P-glycoprotein (P-gP) 
Cells deaths: NeuN-Caspase
Microglial activations: Iba1
Astrocytes activations: GFAP 
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MRI outcome , T2*-maps: 

T2* values only changes when edemas occur
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Days after BBB opening

MRI acquisition:
MGE
11 TE from 3 to 25 ms, TR=813 ms, 
res.=0.2x0.2x1 mm3, NA=2
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Example of T2*map with/without edemas

with edemas without edemas
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MRI outcome , DWI: 

Diffusion changes according to edemas
MRI acquisition:
EPI 
8 segments, 
21 directions, 
NA=4, b-value=1m s/mm² 
res.=0.2x0.2x1 mm3

US

Until 28 days after BBB 
opening:

• MD, λ⊥increase
• FA decreases

FA
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λ// (10-10.m2/s)
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MD (10-10.m2/s)
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Controlateral hem. Sonicated hem. without edema Sonicated hem. with edema
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Histology outcomes

US

USIba1-1 day Iba1-28 days

Microglia are active only 1 day after BBB opening
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US

Cellular death only in the sonicated hemisphere

CASP-1 day

Astrocytes  are active
in Both hemispheres

GFAP-28 days

P-gP expression is recovered 
within 28 days

RECA-1 day P-gP-1 day

RECA-28 days P-gP-28 days
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Conclusions

MRI foundings:
• When ultrasound application causes radiologic edemas, a 

bigger amount of particles are delivered through the BBB.

• Ultrasound effects on brain tissue different from radiological 
edemas are not visible from standard MRI acquisitions 
(T1-weighted and T2-weighted images, T2* maps ).

• Throught Diffusion MRI is possible to detect brain structural 
changes until one month after ultrasound application.

• MR-spectroscopy is sensible to changes in metabolites 
concentrations, such as Lactate, strictly related to 
neuroinflamation, until one month after the treatment.

Best candidates to 
evaluate in-vivo
neuroinflammation
caused by ultrasound
application!
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Future prospectives

Long-terms studies in both Low and High Acoustic Pressures regimes
are needed..

..even longer than 28 days!

During the follow-up:

neuroinflammation caused by Ultrasound application needs to be 
investigated through

Diffusion MRI-MR Spectroscopy
&

Histological Stains
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Thank you for your attention!
Thanks to..

NeuroSpin’s molecular MRI team


